TISSUE BOX VIOLIN
Supplies needed
One empty tissue Box
Paper towel inner roll (tube only!)
Scissors or Stanley knife
4 Elastic bands of different sizes.
Stiff cardboard to make a bridge 6cm x 3 cm (from a strong box)
2 Craft (paddle pop) sticks
Wrap elastic bands around tissue box (lengthways)
Cut a piece of stiff cardboard 6 cm x 3cm and make four small cuts in it for the elastic bands to sit in

Insert upright under elastic bands and put elastic bands into the notches

TIP: Glue craft sticks across the box either side of the bridge to prevent the bridge falling over
Cut two 1 cm long slits about 3 cms from the end of the paper tube.
Repeat on opposite side of tube

Insert craft sticks through the slits across the tube to resemble violin pegs.

Move two elastic bands to outer sides of box and in the middle cut a hole in one end of tissue box to
snugly fit the tube.

Place tube into hole far enough that it doesn’t fall out (8 cm)
Insert tube end without pegs

PAPER PLATES TAMBOURINE
Supplies needed
2 matching stiff paper plates (Large or small size)
1 packet of Bells from dollar store or Spotlight
String, yarn or skinny ribbon, each 20cm long
A handful of dried beans (found near soup in supermarket)
Scissors or single hole punch for making small holes

Put plates together, front to front.

Punch matching holes around edges of both plates, 4-6 cms apart
Place yarn through holes, pull tight and tie a knot
Thread yarn through a bell, leaving a little room for the bell to hang loosely (it will ring better) and
tie a knot

Before you have tied all the holes, insert a handful of dried beans

Decorate as you wish!

